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TRANSACTIONS SMASH 300,000
THRESHOLD AS CONVEYANCING
CRUNCH CONTINUES IN Q4
•
•
•
•

Registered property transactions reach new heights in Q4 2021, smashing the 300,000 threshold and
boosted by a busy December that marked the end of a whirlwind year for the property market
Conveyancing firms inside and outside of the top 1,000 both benefitted from elevated activity levels
and registered record transaction numbers in the final three months of the year
The number of active firms has held firm above 4,000 for three consecutive quarters – for the first
time since 2018 – as it was all hands to the pump to keep up with demand
The average firm registered a record 76 completed transactions during the quarter – this figure has
now exceeded 70 for the last three quarters, having never been higher than 67 in the previous decade

1 March 2022 – The conveyancing market across England and Wales
registered a record 306,237 completed transactions between October and
December last year, according to our latest edition of the Conveyancing
Market Tracker.
The final quarter of 2021 was the busiest on record for completed
transactions logged with HM Land Registry, with over 100,000 transactions
wrapped up in both November and December – another industry first.
The top 1,000 firms saw a 9% increase in quarterly activity, with 226,948
transactions registered in Q4 2021, compared to 209,019 the previous
quarter. This represents an increase of 56% when compared with the
previous year. These firms performed particularly well in November and
December, recording over 80,000 transactions in consecutive months for
the first time since tracking began in April 2011.
Those firms outside the top 1,000 equally performed well and recorded new
heights of activity. In Q4 2021, a combined 79,289 transactions were logged,
compared to 70,670 in Q3 and up by 69% from 46,957 in Q4 2020.

“OUR LATEST ANALYSIS HIGHLIGHTS HOW
THE PROPERTY MARKET FINISHED ON A
HIGH IN 2021, WITH A SERIES OF RECORDBREAKING MILESTONES LANDING IN THE
FINAL QUARTER OF THE YEAR.

“CONVEYANCERS AND REAL ESTATE
LAWYERS HAD TO WORK EXTREMELY HARD
RIGHT UNTIL THE END OF 2021 TO
MANAGE A SPRINT FINISH AFTER A
MARATHON YEAR. WE EXPECT 2022 TO
CARRY WITH IT THE LEARNINGS AND
EFFICIENCIES THAT WERE FORGED TO
ENABLE THEM TO KEEP UP WITH EXTREMELY
HIGH LEVELS OF DEMAND.”
Andy Sommerville,
Director of Search Acumen

Those firms operating at the highest tier of the market – ranking in the top
five positions for completed transactions – experienced a slight slowdown in Q4, with total transactions activity
down by 2% from 14,392 to 14,049. However, this remained 24% higher than their performance a year earlier in
Q4 2020, while the top 50 as a whole made 57% annual gains.

The monthly breakdown of transaction volumes shows the race for completing on properties before the year came
to an end. Transactions were slightly higher in November than December – 111,637 compared to 109,505 – which
can be expected as people’s minds turned to the year-end break and Covid-19 reared its head again.
However, transaction levels in Q4 2021 remained elevated in context of the pandemic period and were still 35%
higher than in Q4 2019 before the pandemic first emerged.

GRAPH 1 - MONTHLY TRANSACTION VOLUMES
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The average firm continued to operate at a frenetic rate to match buyer demand, undertaking 76 transactions on
average for the quarter. This represents a 50% annual increase from the average of 50 transactions that were
processed in Q4 2020 and is also the highest quarterly figure since records began. Furthermore, this figure has
remained above 70 for the last three quarters, having never once exceeded 67 in the decade from Q2 2011 to Q1
2021 – indicating the sustained pressure that the conveyancing sector has experienced.
This experience was mirrored among the top 100 ranking firms, whose quarterly average for completed
transactions reached a new high of 835 in Q4 2021.

GRAPH 2 - AVERAGE QUARTERLY TRANSACTIONS
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In terms of market participation, the tracker shows the number of active conveyancing firms in the market followed
a similar trend in Q4 to earlier in the year – surpassing the 4,000 threshold for three consecutive quarters. This is
the first time this trend has been sustained since 2018, as it was all hands to the pump to keep up with demand at
the end of a year of unprecedented property market activity.
A total of 4,041 firms registered completed transactions between October and December, slightly up from 4,021
between July and September. Year-on-year comparisons show that 6% fewer conveyancing firms were active in Q4
2020 compared with the same period this year.
Prior to Q2 2021, the number of active firms per quarter had persistently lagged below 4,000 since Q3 2019, and
fell as low as 2,411 during Q2 2020 at the height of the first Covid-19 lockdown when property market activity was
heavily restricted.

GRAPH 3 - NUMBER OF CONVEYANCING FIRMS
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MARKET COMMENTARY
Andy Sommerville, Director of Search Acumen, comments:
“Our latest analysis highlights how the property market finished on a high in 2021, with a series of record-breaking
milestones landing in the final quarter of the year. Conveyancers and real estate lawyers have had to work
extremely hard right until the end of 2021 to manage a sprint finish after a marathon year. We expect 2022 to
benefit from the learnings and efficiencies that were forged at the height of the pandemic, to enable savvy firms to
enhance their service and keep up with extremely high levels of demand.
“The early months of 2022 demonstrate signs of being slightly less frenetic than 2021. The key market dynamics
include global political and economic uncertainty, rising interest rates, higher mortgage rates and a hit to real
household incomes caused by inflation and rising living costs. Despite this, we can still expect to see people
reassessing their housing needs as the nation crosses its fingers that we have put the worst of the pandemic behind
us.
“The coming year still promises to be one of elevated activity and the property market must rise to the challenge.
Consumers are increasingly demanding greater transparency and speed when it comes to property transactions,
and there will need to be a concerted push to implement the necessary data and digital ways of working that can
make this a reality. This will have the longer term result of lightening the burden on already exhausted lawyers –
enabling them to process administrative tasks more efficiently and get back to the more rewarding task of advising
clients.
“In some cases, technological advancement is being thrust upon the industry by policy changes, as is the case for
AP1 submissions, which must be submitted digitally by November 2022. Firms will need to be ready to get ahead
of this change, with the risk of bottlenecks in the key due diligence processes emerging if they fail to adequately
prepare. But innovation need not be a painful process for property professionals. We expect to see lawyers
increasingly proactive at spotting ways to disrupt existing working practices and using technology to create a more
seamless transaction process. By making digital the default for the property industry, we can forge a sector that is
fit for the future.”
Andy Sommerville is the Director at Search Acumen. His 35 years of experience in property searches
spans both public and private sectors. He is committed to advancing government’s digitisation drive
and to using technology to deliver products and services for the next generation of property law.

NOTES TO EDITORS
METHODOLOGY
The Conveyancing Market Tracker examines competition in conveyancing
by analysing business activity among those ﬁrms holding Land Registry
client accounts, as well as assessing commercial pressures and the outlook
among conveyancers. The Tracker was designed by Instinctif Partners.
While care is taken in its compilation, no representation or assurances are
made as to its accuracy or completeness.
For more information or media enquiries, please contact Andy Lane or
Malini Parkash at Instinctif Partners on 0207 457 2020 or
searchacumen@instinctif.com

www.linkedin.com/company/search-acumen

twitter.com/SearchAcumen

ABOUT US
Search Acumen is a property data insight and technology provider to
conveyancers, solicitors and commercial property lawyers across the UK.
Since taking its first order in October 2013, we have become the data
supplier of choice for many leading residential and commercial firms.
Our business is dedicated to transforming the information processes to
enhance and accelerate the practice of property law by delivering
organised and prioritised property data. Our growth and success rests on
working with data owners to understand, shape and deliver datasets that
are essential and insightful for the next generation of property lawyers.
Our leadership team pioneered the original concept of property searches
and built an entire industry in the process. Today we provide legal
professionals with digital access to over 70 layers of essential property data
on-demand, and work closely with HM Land Registry and other forwardthinking organisations to revolutionise the experience of buying and selling
property.

